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Abstract—With the increasing popularity of the peer-to-peer (P2P) computing paradigm, many general range query schemes for
distributed hash table (DHT)-based P2P systems have been proposed in recent years. Although those schemes can support range
query without modifying the underlying DHTs, they cannot guarantee to return the query results with bounded delay. The query delay in
these schemes depends on both the scale of the system and the size of the query space or the specific query. In this paper, we
propose Armada, an efficient range query processing scheme to support delay-bounded single-attribute and multiple-attribute range
queries. We first describe the order-preserving naming algorithms for assigning adjoining ObjectIDs to objects with close attribute
values. Then, we present the design of the forwarding tree to efficiently match the search paths of range queries to the underlying DHT
topology. Based on the tree, two query processing algorithms are proposed to, respectively, process single-attribute and multiple-
attribute range queries within a bounded delay. Analytical and simulation results show that Armada is an effective general range query
scheme on constant-degree DHTs, and can return the query results within 2 logN hops in a P2P system withN peers, regardless of the
queried range or the size of query space.
Index Terms—Peer-to-peer computing, distributed hash table (DHT), delay bounded, range query.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
MANY peer-to-peer (P2P) systems such as Chord [1],CAN [2], Tapestry [3], Pastry [4], and FissionE [5]
are based on distributed hash tables (DHTs), using a hash
table-like interface to publish and lookup objects. DHT-
based P2P systems have proven to be scalable, robust,
efficient, and generally applicable. As a result, DHT has
become a general infrastructure for building many P2P
distributed applications such as archive storage systems,
data management systems, application-level multicasts,
and discovery services.
As it is not an easy task to implement, deploy, and
manage a full-edged DHT for an application, it is valuable
to take the DHT infrastructure and related services as an
application-independent building block to implement cer-
tain key components of many applications. The DHT can
act as an outsourced service [6], [7] for easing the
implementation of applications, which can inherit the
scalability and robustness of the DHT. As the capability of
the existing DHT is limited, many services may be built on
the same DHT infrastructure to support different applica-
tions, and these services should be designed without
modifying the underlying DHT.
The basic capability supported by the DHT infrastruc-
ture is exact-match query. However, the ever-wider use of
DHT infrastructures has found applications that require
support for range query [8], [9], [10]. Examples of range
query include the query “10;000 < salary < 20;000” in P2P
data management systems, the query “2:4 GHz < CPU <
4 GHz and 1 Gbyte Memory  4 Gbytes” in grid informa-
tion services, and queries for game information in an area in
P2P online games.
A number of range query schemes have been proposed
for DHT-based P2P systems. One important category of
them is the general range query scheme (e.g., [7], [8], [9], and
[10]), which is built entirely on top of existing DHT
infrastructures and does not need to modify the topology
or behavior of the underlying DHTs. This way of using
DHTs as a shared general infrastructure allows different
applications to be built on the same DHT infrastructure [6],
[7], providing the range query capability without the cost of
specifically tuning the underlying DHT. However, because
such schemes do not adapt the behavior of the underlying
DHT to the requirement of range queries, often they are not
very efficient. In most existing general range query
schemes, the query delay depends on both the total number
of peers in the system ðNÞ and the size of the query space or
the specific query. As a result, these schemes cannot
guarantee to return all query results in a bounded delay
that is related only to the scale of the system. When the
whole query space or the queried range is large, the query
execution can be very slow.
In this paper, we describe Armada, an efficient, delay-
bounded general range query scheme. Armada operates on
top of FissionE [5], a high-performance constant-degree
DHT scheme, and does not need to modify the underlying
FissionE infrastructure. Armada provides support for
efficient single-attribute and multiple-attribute range
queries and can return all query results in a bounded
delay, independent of the size of the query space or the
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queried range. The main contributions of this paper include
the following three parts:
1. We propose the partition treemodel to provide order-
preserving mappings from the query space to the
namespace of FissionE. The single-attribute naming
algorithm Single hash and the multiple-attribute
naming algorithm Multiple hash are designed to
assign adjoining ObjectIDs to objects with close
attribute values, so that they can be published to the
same or related peers in the system to support
efficient range queries.
2. We design the forward routing tree (FRT), which
matches the search paths of range queries to the
underlyingFissionE topology efficiently. Basedon the
tree, we propose the range query processing algo-
rithms PrunIng Routing Algorithm (PIRA) and Multi-
ple-attribute prunIng Routing Algorithm (MIRA) to,
respectively, perform single-attribute and multiple-
attribute range queries within a bounded delay.
3. We analyze the lower bounds on the delay and
message cost for range queries, and evaluate the
query delay and message cost of Armada by both
theoretical analysis and simulations.
Results of our analysis and simulation studies show that
Armada can achieve high efficiency in query processing.
For any single-attribute or multiple-attribute range query,
Armada can return all query results within 2 logN hops (in
this paper, logN represents log2N), and its average query
delay is less than logN , which reaches the delay lower
bound OðlogNÞ for range queries on constant-degree DHTs.
The average message cost of single-attribute range queries
in Armada is about logN þ 2n 2 (n is the number of peers
that intersect with the query), which is very close to its
asymptotic lower bound OðlogNÞ þ n 1. Armada uses
FissionE [5] as the underlying DHT to organize the peers in
an overlay and to deal with the dynamic join or leave of
peers. The average degree of the FissionE overlay is 4 and
its average routing delay is less than logN . To our
knowledge, Armada is the first delay-bounded range query
scheme on top of constant-degree DHTs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 gives an
overview of Armada. Sections 4 and 5 describe the detail
design of single-attribute and multiple-attribute range
queries of Armada, respectively. Section 6 evaluates the
performance of Armada by analysis and simulations.
Section 7 concludes this paper.
2 RELATED WORK
Range query schemes for DHT-based systems can be
categorized as either general or customized schemes.
General range query schemes (e.g., [7], [8], [9], and [10])
are entirely layered on top of existing DHTs and do not
modify the underlying DHT. Customized schemes (e.g.,
[16], [17], [18], and [19]) either make use of custom-designed
P2P overlays or add specific modifications to the behavior
of the underlying DHTs. In this paper, we focus on general
range query schemes.
2.1 General Range Query Schemes
Chord [1] is a famousDHT ofOðlogNÞdegree. Gupta et al. [8]
propose a probability scheme to support single-attribute
range queries on Chord. The scheme uses locality-sensitive
hashing to locate objects that are relevant to the range query.
However, it can only return approximate results. In contrast,
Armada can return exact results for range queries.
Schmidt and Parashar propose Squid [9] to provide the
multiple-attribute range query capability on Chord. Squid
uses a space-filling curve (SFC) [27] to map objects with
multiple attributes to peers and processes range queries by
searching SFC clusters recursively. Each search step in
Squid, however, invokes one DHT routing of Chord, which
needs to travel OðlogNÞ hops in the system. This results in a
relatively large delay and message cost. The query delay of
Squid is about Oðh logNÞ (where h is related to the depth of
SFC clusters and the specific query), much larger than logN .
Among the existing general range query schemes, only
the work reported in [7] and [10] are range query schemes
that can run on top of constant-degree DHTs. Andrzejak and
Xu [10] propose a single-attribute range query scheme based
on CAN [2]. The scheme uses inverse SFC to map a resource
with single attribute to peers in CAN’s d-dimensional virtual
space. For any range query, the scheme first routes the query
to the peer in charge of the median value of the query, and
then recursively forwards the query to its neighbors until all
peers that intersect with the query are visited. The scheme
compares three forwarding mechanisms, among which, the
directed controlled flooding (DCF) mechanism (hereafter
called DCF-CAN) can achieve a good overall performance,
but it has a query delay of more than OðN1=dÞ, with an
increasing rate almost proportional to the increase in the size
of range queries.DCF-CAN can support only single-attribute
range query.
PHT [7] is a solution proposed to support both single-
attribute and multiple-attribute range queries on any DHT
(including constant-degree DHTs). With the assumption
that all the keys of objects can be expressed in a binary
format, PHT builds a prefix hash tree in which leaf nodes
are keys and every internal node corresponds to a distinct
key prefix. The prefix tree is distributed among the peers by
hashing the labels of tree nodes over the underlying DHT.
A range query in PHT is performed by parallel search on
the tree, but each search step along the tree must invoke one
DHT routing. PHT is a good general scheme that can run on
any DHT, but its delay and message cost are related to the
query space and overly large. When the underlying DHT is
of constant degree, its query delay is about Oðb logNÞ,
where b is the height of the prefix tree.
Compared with the schemes reported in [7] and [10],
Armada is delay-bounded and, given the same degree of
the underlying DHTs, the average query delay of Armada is
less than logN , much less than that of the two schemes.
2.2 Customized Range Query Schemes
Many customized range query schemes have been pro-
posed in recent years. Skip graph [11] and SkipNet [12] are
P2P networks of OðlogNÞ degree based on the skip-list data
structure. They can directly support single-attribute range
queries, but have a range query delay of OðlogN þ nÞ (n is
the number of peers that intersect with the query), which is
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dependent on the sizes of specific queries. Family tree [13]
and Rainbow skip graph [14] both are constant-degree
overlays that can support single-attribute range queries.
Family tree [13] combines the techniques of Viceroy and
SkipNet and has a range query delay of OðlogN þ nÞ in
expectation and Oðlog2N þ nÞ with high probability. Rain-
bow skip graph [14] is an adaptation of the Skip graph and
has a range query delay of OðlogNÞ with high probability.
SCRAP [15] uses the SFC to support multiple-attribute
range queries on Skip graph, but its query delay remains to
be OðlogN þ nÞ.
Mercury [16] and SWORD [17] provide multiple-
attribute range queries by indexing the data set along each
individual attribute. Liu et al. [18] propose NR-tree, which
extends R-tree index to support range queries and
k-nearest neighbor queries in super-peer P2P systems.
MURK [15] and P-tree [19] build specific P2P networks to
support range queries, respectively, based on KD-tree [28]
and Bþ-tree. Brushwood [20] and Znet [21] provide the
multiple-attribute range query capability on Skip Graph.
Aspnes et al. [22] and Ganesan et al. [23] propose
mechanisms to improve the load balance of range queries.
Sahin et al. [24] present a scheme for caching range queries.
VBI-Tree [25] builds a framework based on a binary
balanced tree structure to support both point queries and
range queries efficiently. Skip-webs [26] improve rando-
mized distributed data structures (e.g., SkipNet and Skip
graph) and present a framework for designing efficient
distributed data structures for single-attribute or multiple-
attribute range queries. However, all the above schemes
are customized P2P overlays or need to make specific
modifications to the underlying P2P networks.
There are also some work (e.g., [32], [33], and [34]) on
P2P queries that are orthogonal to ours. Tang et al. [32]
propose pSearch to query relevant documents in CAN-
based P2P systems. Awerbuch and Scheideler [33] propose
a methodology to support prefix search for user-defined
names in P2P systems. Shen et al. [34] present a three-tier
framework to support semantic based retrieval of docu-
ments in P2P networks.
3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
3.1 Background: FissionE
We first give an introduction to FissionE on which Armada
is built. FissionE [5] is a constant-degree DHT scheme based
on Kautz graph Kð2; kÞ [5], which is a static topology with
many desirable properties such as optimal diameter and
optimal fault tolerance.
A Kautz string  [5] of length k and base d is defined as a
string a1a2 . . . ak, where aj 2 f0; 1; 2; . . . ; dg ð1  j  kÞ and
ai 6¼ aiþ1 ð1  i  k 1Þ, i.e., neighboring symbols in a
Kautz string should be different. The Kautz namespace
KautzSpaceðd; kÞ is the set containing all Kautz strings of
length k and base d. The Kautz graph Kðd; kÞ is a directed
graph in which each node is labeled with a Kautz string in
KautzSpaceðd; kÞ and has d outgoing edges: for each  2
f0; 1; 2; . . . ; dg and  6¼ uk, node U ¼ u1u2 . . .uk has one out-
edge to node V ¼ u2u3 . . . uk (denoted by U ! V ). For
example, node 012 in Kð2; 3Þ has two out-edges: 012 ! 120
and 012 ! 121. Fig. 1 shows the Kautz graph Kð2; 3Þ.
In FissionE, the identifiers of peers (i.e., PeerIDs) are
Kautz strings of base 2 and their lengths may be different.
The maximum length of PeerIDs is less than 2 logN and
the average length is less than logN . Peers are organized
into an approximate Kautz graph according to their
PeerIDs. FissionE maintains a topology rule called
neighborhood invariant which requires that the difference
between the lengths of PeerIDs of neighboring peers is
always no more than one. Therefore, PeerIDs of out-
neighbors of peer U ¼ u1u2 . . .uk are in the style of
u2u3 . . .ukq1 . . . qm with 0  m  2. Fig. 2 shows an exam-
ple of the topology of the FissionE overlay.
Routing in FissionE is based on the left-shifted routing
algorithm in the Kautz graph, which is accomplished by
taking the label of source node U and left shifting in
symbols of the label of the destination node V . For example,
the routing path in the Kautz graph Kð2; 3Þ from node 010
to node 120 is 010 ! 101 ! 012 ! 120, and the routing path
from peer 010 to peer 120 in the FissionE overlay with
topology shown in Fig. 2 is 010 ! 10 ! 012 ! 120.
Each object in FissionE is assigned an ObjectID by the
naming algorithm Kautz_hash. ObjectIDs are Kautz strings
distributed in the Kautz namespace KautzSpaceð2;100Þ and
are of fixed length 100, which is long enough for a P2P
system with 250 peers [5]. Each object is published onto a
unique peer whose PeerID is a prefix of its ObjectID.
FissionE adopts effective self-stabilization and fault-tolerant
mechanisms to deal with the dynamic join or leave of peers.
Analysis and simulations show that FissionE is a high-
performance constant-degree DHT. The average degree of
FissionE is 4, its diameter is less than 2 logN , its average
routing delay is less than logN , and the maintenance
message cost of peer joining or leaving is less than 3 logN .
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Fig. 1. Kautz graph Kð2; 3Þ. Fig. 2. An example of the FissionE overlay.
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3.2 Armada Design
Like many other DHTs, FissionE provides support for
scalable and efficient exact-match query of distributed
objects on peers. However, it cannot support range queries
for attribute values. In this paper, we have designed a
general range query scheme, called Armada, to support
range queries on top of FissionE without modifying the
underlying FissionE DHT.
The basic components of Armada include two parts:
order-preserving naming and range query processing. Armada
first uses order-preserving naming algorithms to assign to
objects with close attribute values the ObjectIDs adjoining in
the Kautz namespace so as to publish them on related peers.
Then, Armada provides efficient query processing algo-
rithms to forward range queries to appropriate peers and
return query results within a bounded delay.
Based on the number of attributes that queried, range
queries can be classified as the single-attribute range
query and the multiple-attribute range query. Armada
adopts order-preserving naming algorithms Single hash
and Multiple hash, and query processing algorithms
PIRA and MIRA, to perform single-attribute and multi-
ple-attribute range queries, respectively. The components
of Armada and its relation to the underlying FissionE
DHT are shown in Fig. 3.
Like other general range query schemes [7], [8], [9], [10],
Armada is built on top of the underlying DHT. It relies on
the underlying DHT to organize its P2P overlay and
provide much of the robustness, availability, and load
balancing. Armada uses the naming algorithms to assign to
objects order-preserving ObjectIDs and efficiently propa-
gates the range queries in the overlay, while the underlying
FissionE DHT organizes the peers in an overlay and
handles the dynamic joining or leaving of peers. If a peer
fails, the underlying FissionE DHT automatically ensures
that other peers in the overlay takes over the responsibility
for the failed peer and provides graceful fail-over by using
replication or other mechanisms. And the underlying
FissionE DHT also deals with the routing and publishing
of objects according to the ObjectIDs. In some sense, the
underlying DHT shields Armada from the dynamics of
peers and the complexity of the P2P overlay, so the design
of Armada can be focused on the naming and range query
processing algorithms.
In the following sections, we describe the naming and
query processing algorithms used in Armada, respectively,
for single-attribute and multiple-attribute range queries.
4 SINGLE-ATTRIBUTE RANGE QUERY
In this section, we present the design of the single-attribute
range query scheme in Armada.
4.1 Single-Attribute Naming
FissionE uses the Kautz_hash naming algorithm, which
generates ObjectIDs by hashing keywords (or values) of
objects. However, Kautz_hash destroys the locality of
attribute values, and thus cannot support range queries.
In this section, we propose an order-preserving naming
algorithm Single hash to assign to objects with close single-
attribute values the ObjectIDs adjoining in the Kautz
namespace. According to the properties of FissionE, objects
with adjoining ObjectIDs are published on the same or
related peers.
In this paper, we assume that the entire interval of
attribute values of objects is a real-number interval ½L;H
and use symbol  to denote the “no more than” relation
between Kautz strings in the lexicographical order. It is
fairly straightforward to extend Armada to support the
attribute values in some other forms. Below, we give some
definitions about order-preserving naming.
Definition 1. The Kautz region ½½;  is defined as a subset of
Kautz namespace KautzSpaceð2; kÞ which includes all
Kautz strings between  and , i.e., ½½;  ¼ fsjs 2
KautzSpaceð2; kÞ and   s and s  g.
For example, ½½010; 021 ¼ f010; 012; 020; 021g. Because the
namespace of objects is the KautzSpaceð2;100Þ and each
object is published onto the peer whose PeerID is a prefix of
its ObjectID, each peer in FissionE is in charge of a Kautz
region in the Kautz namespace KautzSpaceð2;100Þ. For
example, peer 10 owns all objects whose ObjectIDs has a
prefix 10, thus it is in charge of the Kautz region
½½101; 102.
Definition 2. Assume F is a surjection function from the real-
number interval D to the Kautz namespace V . F is an order-
preserving function if and only if, for any a1 and a2 in D, if
a1  a2, then F ða1Þ  F ða2Þ.
Definition 3. Assume F is an order-preserving function from the
real-number interval D to the Kautz namespace V . F is an
interval-preserving function if and only if, for any subinterval
½a; b of D, the corresponding range of function F is the Kautz
region ½½F ðaÞ; F ðbÞ.
If the Single hash naming algorithm is designed to be an
interval-preserving function from attribute-value interval
½L;H to KautzSpaceð2; kÞ (k is 100 in FissionE or Armada),
any attribute-value subinterval can be mapped to a Kautz
region in the charge of some related peers. Then, range
queries can be performed by forwarding queries to the
appropriate peers.
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Fig. 3. Components of Armada and its relation to FissionE.
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We propose a partition tree P ð2; kÞ model to help design
the Single hash algorithm. The structure of the partition tree
P ð2; kÞ is similar to that of a complete binary tree, but
different in labels of edges and branches of the root. The
partition tree P ð2; kÞ has kþ 1 levels with the root node at the
0th level. The root node has three child nodes, while other
intermediate nodes have only two children. Labels of edges
from a father node to its children can be 0 or 1 or 2, increasing
from left to right, but they should be different from in-edge’s
label of the father node. The label of the root node is null, and
the label of any other node is the concatenation of the labels
of the edges on the path from the root to it. It is easy to see
that the labels of the leaf nodes in P ð2; kÞ contain all Kautz
strings in KautzSpaceð2; kÞ and they increase from left to
right in the order of  . In Armada, k is set to be 100 because
the length of ObjectIDs is 100. Fig. 4 shows an example of the
partition tree P ð2; 4Þ.
We partition the entire interval of attribute values ½L;H
onto the partition tree P ð2; kÞ. The root node represents the
entire interval ½L;H, and other nodes represent subintervals
of ½L;H. Each child node evenly partitions the subinterval
represented by its father node. In the example shown in
Fig. 4, the entire interval of attribute values is [0, 1]. NodesA,
B, and C, with labels 0, 1, and 2, respectively, are children of
the root and evenly partition the interval [0, 1]. Thus, nodes
A, B, and C represent subintervals [0, 1/3], (1/3, 2/3], and
(2/3, 1], respectively.
Since leaf nodes in P ð2; kÞ and Kautz strings in
KautzSpaceð2; kÞ are biunique, the interval ½L;H can be
partitioned into some subintervals, each of which is
represented by a unique Kautz string. Thus, we can design
the naming algorithm Single hash to map the attribute
values in ½L;H to Kautz strings inKautzSpaceð2; kÞ based on
the partition tree. It works as follows: Suppose the attribute
value of objectO is c ðc 2 ½L;HÞ, c surely lies in a subinterval
represented by a leaf node in the partition tree. Suppose the
label of the leaf node is S, then the Kautz string S is assigned
as O’s ObjectID, i.e., Single hashðc; L;H; kÞ ¼ S. In the
example shown in Fig. 4, the attribute value 0.1 is in the
subinterval represented by the leaf node P with label 0120;
thus, the Kautz string 0120 is assigned as the ObjectID of the
object with attribute value 0.1 by the Single hash algorithm.
The pseudocode of the Single hash algorithm is shown in
Fig. 5.
Notice that the partition tree is only a visual assistant
model to help design the Single hash algorithm, and
Armada does not need to maintain any structure for or
information about it. We can use the Single hash algorithm
as shown in Fig. 5 directly. Meanwhile, as each object is
published onto the peer whose PeerID is a prefix of the
object’s ObjectID, the subinterval that a real physical peer
P is in charge of can be determined by the partition tree (or
the Single hash algorithm). In the example shown in Figs. 2
and 4, the ObjectID of any object with an attribute value in
[0, 1/24] is 0101 and the ObjectID of any object with an
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Fig. 4. Partition tree P ð2; 4Þ for attribute-value interval [0, 1].
Fig. 5. The pseudocode of the Single hash algorithm.
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attribute value in (1/24, 1/12] is 0102. Thus, the sub-
interval that peer 010 is in charge of is the real-number
interval [0, 1/12].
Theorem 1. The Single hash algorithm is an interval-
preserving function from the attribute-value interval ½L;H
to the Kautz namespace KautzSpaceð2; kÞ.
The proof of Theorem 1 is straightforward and shown in
Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TKDE.2008.99. In the example shown in Fig. 4,
the range of [0.1, 0.24] by the Single hash algorithm is the
Kautz region ½½0120; 0202, which contains four adjoining
Kautz strings 0120, 0121, 0201, and 0202.
4.2 Object Publishing
With the naming algorithm Single hash, the procedure of
object publishing in Armada works as follows: if peer P
wants to publish an object O with attribute value c, it first
obtains O’s ObjectID S by using the Single hash algo-
rithm (i.e., S ¼ Single hashðc; L;H; kÞ). It then invokes a
FissionE DHT routing to reach Kautz string S. By the
characteristics of FissionE [5], the routing will stop at a
unique peer W whose PeerID is a prefix of S. Then, object
O is published onto peer W and the average delay of
publishing is less than logN hops [5]. Armada also adopts
the self-stabilization and fault-tolerant mechanisms of the
underlying FissionE DHT to deal with the dynamic join
and leave of peers.
4.3 Single-Attribute Range Query Processing
When a peer P invokes a range query ½LowV ;HighV , it
first acquires Kautz strings LowT and HighT : LowT ¼
Single hashðLowV ;L;H; kÞ and
HighT ¼ Single hashðHighV ; L;H; kÞ:
Because the Single hash algorithm is interval-preserving,
objects with attribute values in the interval ½LowV ;HighV 
are published exactly onto peers that are in charge of the
Kautz region ½½LowT;HighT . Now, we discuss the search
algorithm for these destination peers.
In FissionE, PeerIDs of out-neighbors of peer P ¼
u1u2 . . .ub are u2 . . .ubv1 . . . vq ð0  q  2Þ. Based on the
topology properties of FissionE, we can form a forward
routing tree (FRT) for any peer P . The FRT of peer P ¼
u1u2 . . .ub is formed by using the following four rules:
1. The root is peer P .
2. Each node in the FRT is a peer in FissionE.
3. For each node in the FRT, its child nodes at the next
level are its out-neighbors in FissionE, and they are
sorted from left to right in the increasing order of 
defined over PeerIDs.
4. The FRT has ðbþ 1Þ levels with the root node at the
0th level.
According to these rules, the ith level ð0  i  b 1Þ of the
FRT contains all the peers whose PeerIDs have a prefix
uiþ1 . . .ub and the last level (bth level) contains all the peers
whose PeerIDs do not have ub as the first symbol.
Fig. 6 shows the FRT of peer 212 with the FissionE
topology shown in Fig. 2. The FRT of peer 212 has four
levels, and nodes at the first and second levels,
respectively, have a common prefix 12 and 2, which are
both suffixes of 212.
Based on the FRT, Armada uses PIRA to perform a
pruning search in the FRT for all the destination peers
that are in charge of the Kautz region ½½LowT;HighT .
Suppose the Kautz strings LowT and HighT have a
common prefix (if they have no common prefix, we can
divide ½½LowT;High into several (at most three) subre-
gions with common prefixes and deal with each sub-
region, respectively), then all the destination peers are at
the same level of the FRT. Let ComT denote the longest
common prefix of LowT and HighT , and ComS the
longest Kautz string which is both the prefix of ComT
and the suffix of the root peer P ’s PeerID. Suppose the
length of ComS is f , then all the destination peers are
adjoining nodes at the ðb fÞth level of the FRT. For
example, in the FRT shown in Fig. 6, if peer 212 performs
a pruning search for all the destination peers that are in
charge of the Kautz region ½½2010; 2021, we have ComT ¼
20 and ComS ¼ 2. Thus, b ¼ 3 and f ¼ 1, and all
destination peers are at the second level of the FRT.
When a peer B at the ith ð0  i  b 1Þ level of the FRT
receives the searchmessage, the PeerID ofB is uiþ1 . . .ubfX.
Consider any out-neighbor C ¼ uiþ2 . . .ubfXY of peer B,
peerC is at the ðiþ 1Þth level of the FRT. By the properties of
the FRT, PeerIDs of C’s descendants at the ðb fÞth level of
the FRT have a prefixXY . If the Kautz region ½½LowT;HighT 
includes a Kautz string that has a prefix XY , descendants of
C in the FRT will contain part of the destination peers, and
peer B should forward the search message to peer C. The
pseudocode of PIRA is shown in Fig. 7.
From the above discussion, it is easy to see that PIRA can
forward any single-attribute range query exactly to all the
destination peers that intersect with the query.
Fig. 8 shows an example of using PIRA for search in the
FRT shown in Fig. 6. In the example, peer 212 issues a range
query [0.1, 0.24], the entire attribute-value interval is [0, 1]
and k ¼ 4. By the Single hash algorithm, we can get
LowT ¼ 0120 and HighT ¼ 0202. Thus, the destination
peers are all at the third level of the FRT. The dashed lines
with arrows in Fig. 8 show search paths of PIRA.
4.4 Dynamic Maintenance and Load Balancing
Design of range query support in P2P systems should take
into account the dynamics and load balancing of peers. As
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Armada is a general range query scheme built on top of the
underlying DHT, it can make use of the dynamic
maintenance and failure recovery mechanisms of the
underlying DHT to deal with the join/leave/fail of peers.
When some peers in the query path fail, Armada can make
use of the fault-tolerant routing mechanism of the under-
lying DHT [5] to forward the query messages. Armada can
also take advantage of the replication techniques employed
by the underlying DHT to deal with the loss of objects due
to the failure of peers.
Load balancing is another important and widely studied
problem in DHT-based systems. Many mechanisms, such as
ID selection [37], virtual servers [38], and item balancing
[39], have been proposed to improve load balancing of
DHTs. In Armada, when the distribution of objects’
attribute values is skewed, the distribution of ObjectIDs
generated by the Single hash algorithm may not be uni-
form, and thus the load across the peers may become
unbalanced. Armada uses two mechanisms to balance load
across peers: 1) ObjectID balancing: a Probability-based lOad
Balancing Mechanism (POBM) is used to generate uniform
ObjectIDs when the distribution of attribute values is
known in advance and 2) runtime balancing: each peer in
Armada houses multiple virtual servers and the load is
balanced by transferring virtual servers from heavily
loaded peers to lightly loaded peers. Armada can build
on the underlying DHT the mechanisms to achieve the
runtime balancing [38], [39]. In this paper, we give a brief
introduction to POBM and leave the detail of the runtime
balancing mechanisms in our future work.
The basic idea of POBM is to partition the entire
attribute-value interval ½L;H onto the partition tree
according to the probability distribution of the attribute
values and to ensure that the probability distribution of the
attribute values in the subinterval represented by each node
at the same level of the partition tree is equal. Suppose the
probability density function (PDF) of the attribute values in
interval ½L;H is ðxÞ (obvious RHL ðxÞ ¼ 1). If node A
representing a subinterval ½a; b in the partition tree has
f child nodes, then the subinterval ½ai; bi represented by
any child node satisfies
R bi
ai
ðxÞ ¼ R ba ðxÞ=f . Based on
POBM, we can propose a new naming algorithm
Balance hash to replace the Single hash algorithm to assign
ObjectIDs to objects. For any object with attribute value
v, we have Balance hashðvÞ ¼ Single hashðR vL ðxÞ; 0; 1; kÞ.
POBM also makes a slight revision to PIRA by replacing
Single hash with Balance hash in the pseudocode of PIRA.
In some applications, the exact PDF of attribute values is
unknown in advance, but it is possible to obtain the
probability distribution in certain subintervals by historical
statistic. For example, it is known that 20 percent attribute
values are distributed in a subinterval ½c1; c2. Generally, if
we have known p points ðv1; F1Þ; . . . ; ðvp; FpÞ of the
probability distribution function F ðxÞ, for any object O
with attribute value v, we can calculate the function value
F ðvÞ by using Newton interpolation method [31]. Then,
POBM can use Single hashðF ðvÞ; 0; 1; kÞ to generate the
ObjectID of object O.
5 MULTIPLE-ATTRIBUTE RANGE QUERY
Many applications require the support for multiple-attribute
range query on DHTs, e.g., the query “15  age  18 and
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80:5  score  95” in P2P data management systems. Next,
we describe Armada’s naming and query processing algo-
rithms for multiple-attribute range queries.
5.1 Multiple-Attribute Naming
Assume that there arem attributes A0; A1; . . . ; and Am1 and
the entire attribute-value interval of Ai is ½Li;Hi. The
multiple-attribute value of an object is denoted by a tuple
 ¼ <v0; v1; . . . ; vm1> , where vi ð0  i  m 1Þ is the
value of attribute Ai. The multiple-attribute value space,
called multiple-attribute space, is an m-dimensional subspace
and denoted by a tuple ! ¼ <r0; r1; . . . ; ri; . . . ; rm1> , where
ri is a subinterval of the value of attribute Ai (e.g.,
ri ¼ ðxi; yi). We then give the definition of the partial-order
/ between multiple-attribute values.
Definition 4. For two multiple-attribute values 1 ¼ <u0;
u1; . . . ; um1> and 2 ¼ <v0; v1; . . . ; vm1> in multiple-
attribute space, 1 / 2 if and only if, for each 0  i < m 1,
ui  vi.
Definition 5. Assume that F is a surjection function from the
multiple-dimensional space D to the Kautz namespace V . F is
a multiple-attribute partial-order preserving function if and
only if, for any 1 and 2 in D, if 1 / 2, then F ð1Þ  F ð2Þ.
Some algorithms have been proposed, including SFC [27],
KD-tree [28], and Z-curve [29], for mapping from a
multiple-dimensional space to a line. But these algorithms
cannot generate the Kautz strings needed in FissionE. We
again use the partition tree to help design the multiple-
attribute naming algorithm, Multiple hash, to assign to
objects partial-order preserving ObjectIDs. We partition the
entire multiple-attribute space <½L0; H0; . . . ; ½Li;Hi; . . . ;
½Lm1; Hm1> onto the partition tree along attributes
A0; A1; . . . ; and Am1 in a round-robin style. Each node in
the partition tree represents a multiple-attribute subspace
and the root node represents the entire space <½L0; H0; . . . ;
½Li;Hi; . . . ; ½Lm1; Hm1> . For any node P at the jth level
with f child nodes, let i denote the value of jmodm. Then,
the subspace ! represented by node P is evenly divided
into f pieces along the ith attribute (i.e., attribute Ai), and
each of the f child nodes represents one piece. Thus, each
node at the same level of the tree represents a multiple-
attribute subspace of the same size and the union of all such
subspaces is the entire multiple-attribute space. Fig. 9
shows an example of the partition tree P ð2; 4Þ that
represents the 2D ðm ¼ 2Þ multiple-attribute space
<½0; 6; ½0; 8>.
There can be several ways to partition the attributes over
the partition tree levels, but the round-robin style is simple
and scalable for the number of attributes or the scale of the
Armada system. The round-robin style is helpful to produce
ObjectIDs that reflect the objects’ attribute values of each
dimension. It can also be effective to utilize the query
condition of each attribute to reduce the number of peers
searched during the range query processing.
Based on the partition tree for multiple-attribute space,
the naming algorithm, Multiple hash, can be designed. It
works as follows: For any object O with the multiple-
attribute value V ¼< v0; v1; . . . ; vm1 > , V is surely in a
subspace represented by a leaf node in the partition tree.
Then, the label of the leaf node is assigned as O’s ObjectID.
The idea of the Multiple hash algorithm is similar to the
Single hash algorithm, and its pseudocode can be found in
Appendix B, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TKDE.2008.99.
Theorem 2. The Multiple hash algorithm is a multiple-
attribute partial-order preserving function from the multiple-
attribute space to the Kautz namespace KautzSpaceð2; kÞ.
The proof of Theorem 2 is straightforward. Once an object
is assigned ObjectID by the Multiple hash algorithm,
publishing the object is the same as that in Section 4.2
and omitted here.
5.2 Multiple-Attribute Range Query Processing
Suppose a peer P ¼ u1u2 . . .ub issues a multiple-attribute
rangequery! ¼ <½x0; y0; . . . ; ½xi; yi; . . . ; ½xm1; ym1>. Let 1
denote <x0; x1; . . . ; xm1> and 2 denote <y0; y1; . . . ; ym1> ,
and let LowT ¼Multiple hashð1; L;H; kÞ and HighT ¼
Multiple hashð2; L;H; kÞ. Because the Multiple hash algo-
rithm is a multiple-attribute partial-order preserving func-
tion, the codomain of ! byMultiple hash is the Kautz region
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½½LowT;HighT . However, Multiple hash does not have the
interval-preserving property that Single hash has, thus the
range of !may be only a proper subset of ½½LowT;HighT . In
the example shown in Fig. 9, when ! ¼ <½1:2; 1:8; ½1; 5>,
1 ¼ <1:2; 1> , and 2 ¼ <1:8; 5>. Thus, ½½LowT;HighT  ¼
½½0120; 0210,which contains five leafnodesP ,R,W ,S, andM,
while nodesW andS donot intersectwith the query. It is easy
to see that anymapping fromamultiple-dimensional space to
a 1D space cannot be interval-preserving, thus we cannot
improve Multiple hash to achieve that. If we use PIRA to
forward multiple-attribute range queries to all the peers that
are in charge of ½½LowT;HighT ,PIRAmay searchmanypeers
that do not intersect with the query.
Therefore, we propose a new algorithm, called MIRA, to
process multiple-attribute range queries. MIRA follows the
basic idea of PIRA to perform pruning search on the FRT of
peer P ¼ u1u2 . . .ub that issues the range query !, as PIRA
introduced in Section 4.3. However, when forwarding the
query to a node in the FRT, MIRA needs to determine
whether some descendants of the node in the FRT intersect
with the query !, while PIRA only needs to determine the
relation between the PeerID and the Kautz region
½½LowT;HighT . The pseudocode of MIRA can be found in
Appendix C, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TKDE.2008.99, and omitted here due to the limit
on paper length. Below, we only discuss MIRA about the
case in which the Kautz strings LowT and HighT have a
common prefix.
In this case, peers that are in charge of Kautz region
½½LowT;HighT  are at the same level of the FRT, but they
may be not adjoining. Suppose ComS of length f is the
longest Kautz string which is both the prefix of LowT and
HighT and the suffix of the root P ’s PeerID. Then, all the
peers that intersect with query ! are at the ðb fÞth level of
the FRT. MIRA can perform a pruning search on the FRT to
reach exactly all the destination peers as follows: When peer
B ¼ uiþ1 . . .ubfX at the ith level of the FRT receives the
query, any out-neighbor C ¼ uiþ2 . . .ubfXY of peer B is at
the ðiþ 1Þth level of the FRT. By the properties of the FRT,
PeerIDs of C’s descendants that are at the ðb fÞth level of
the FRT have a prefix XY . If the subspace represented by
the node with label XY in the partition tree intersects with
!, descendants of node C in the FRT contain a part of the
destination peers, and peer B should forward the query to
peer C.
Fig. 10 shows an example of using MIRA for multiple-
attribute range query in the FRT shown in Fig. 6. In the
example in Fig. 10, we set m ¼ 2, k ¼ 4 and the multiple-
attribute space is < ½0; 6; ½0; 8 > (these parameters are set
to be the same as that in Fig. 9), and peer 212 issues a
multiple-attribute range query < ½1:2; 1:8; ½1; 5 > . By the
Multiple hash algorithm, we can get LowT ¼ 0120 and
HighT ¼ 0210. Therefore, the destination peers are all at the
third level of the FRT. The dashed lines with arrows in
Fig. 10 show the search paths of MIRA. The search message
is not forwarded to peer 2020 because there is no
intersection between its descendants and the destination
peers.
5.3 Discussions
Same as the single-attribute range query scheme, the multi-
ple-attribute range query scheme of Armada canmake use of
the underlying DHT functionalities to deal with the join/
leave/fail of peers. Also, POBM and other runtime balancing
mechanism introduced in Section 4.4 can be easily extended
to the multiple-attribute range query scheme.
The multiple-attribute and single-attribute range query
schemes are much similar since they both use the partition
tree to help design the naming algorithms and propagate
the queries along the FRT. However, the multiple-attribute
naming need to reflect the object’s attribute value of each
dimension, and it generate symbols of ObjectIDs along
attributes in a round-robin style. The single-attribute
naming is order preserving and the destination peers that
intersect a specific single-attribute range query are adjoin-
ing peers at certain level of the FRT. While the multiple-
attribute naming is not order preserving but partial-order
preserving, and the destination peers that intersect a
specific multiple-attribute range query may be not adjoin-
ing at certain level of the FRT. Those factors lead to the
different designs of PIRA and MIRA.
6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
algorithms in Armada by both analysis and simulations. As
Amada is built on the underlying FissionE DHT [5], the cost
of constructing andmaintaining the overlay network, as well
as publishing the object in Armada, is determined by the
underlying FissionE DHT and discussed thoroughly in [5].
6.1 Theoretical Analysis
We first present the lower bounds on query delay and
message cost for range queries performed on top of
constant-degree DHTs without requiring the modification
of the underlying DHTs.
Theorem 3. In an N-peer P2P system, the lower bounds on the
maximum query delay and message cost of general range query
schemes on constant-degree DHTs are OðlogNÞ and
OðlogNÞ þ n 1, respectively (n is the number of destination
peers that intersect with the query).
Proof. It has been shown [30] that the lower bound on the
diameter of constant-degree DHT overlays is OðlogNÞ.
For any range query, there are some destination peers.
The delay of the range query is no less than the number
of hops that the query needs to propagate from the initial
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peer invoking the query to the farthest destination peer.
Thus, the maximum delay of range queries is no less
than the diameter of the dynamic DHT overlays, and the
lower bound on the maximum delay of range queries on
top of constant-degree DHTs is OðlogNÞ.
The range query should reach n peers, so its message
cost is no less than the sum of the message cost of the
query reaching one destination peer and the message
cost for reaching the other n 1 destination peers.
Therefore, the lower bound on maximum message cost
for range queries on top of constant-degree DHTs is
OðlogNÞ þ n 1. tu
Next, we analyze the query delay and message cost of
Armada.
Theorem 4. In an N-peer P2P system, the maximum query delay
of PIRA or MIRA is less than 2 logN hops and the average
delay of them is less than logN hops.
Proof. The query delay of PIRA or MIRA is no more than
the height of the FRT, which is equal to the length of the
PeerID of the root peer. By the properties of FissionE [5],
the maximum length of PeerIDs is always less than
2 logN and the average length is less than logN in the
dynamic FissionE system. Thus, Theorem 4 holds. tu
From Theorem 4, it can be inferred that both PIRA and
MIRA are delay-bounded because they can return all query
results within 2 logN hops, regardless of the size of the
query space or the specific range queried, and their delays
both reach the lower bound OðlogNÞ.
Theorem 5 below analyzes the message cost of PIRA. In
FissionE, the lengths of most PeerIDs are equal. Consider-
ing the case that all PeerIDs are of the same length, then the
FRT of any peer would be a complete binary tree and its
average height is less than logN . In this case, if the
destination peers of a range query are n adjoining nodes
at mth ð1  m < logNÞ level of the FRT, the operation that
PIRA performs will be a pruning search for n adjoining leaf
nodes in an ðmþ 1Þ-level complete binary tree. Theorem 5
gives the message cost of PIRA under this case.
Theorem 5. Suppose PIRA searches for n adjoining leaf nodes
in an ðmþ 1Þ-level complete binary tree (with the root at the
0th level). When n is a power of 2, the average message cost
of PIRA is less than mþ 2n 2.
The proof of Theorem 5 is long, and it is put in
Appendix D, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TKDE.2008.99. From Theorem 5 and the fact that
1  m < logN , we can know that the upper bound of
PIRA’s average message cost is less than logN þ 2n 2
under the case that all PeerIDs are of the same length and n
is a power of 2. For the general case, simulations in next
section also show that the average message cost of PIRA is
about logN þ 2n 2, which is close to the lower bound
OðlogNÞ þ n 1 on message cost of range queries on
constant-degree DHTs.
ForMIRA in Armada, the destination peers of a multiple-
attribute range query may be disjoining nodes at the same
level of the FRT and the distribution of their places is
difficult to get. We therefore evaluate the message cost of
MIRA by simulations.
6.2 Simulations
Wehave implementedArmada on the FissionE simulator [5].
In the simulations, the Armada P2P system is formed by the
continuous joining and leaving of peers. Initially, there are
only three peers in the system and, as the system size
increases, the joining/leaving ratio (i.e., the ratio of the
number of joining peers to the number of leaving peers) is set
to be 4. Once the system size reaches the predefined value,
the joining/leaving ratio is set to be 1. There are two
parameters involved in range queries: the number of peers in
the system (i.e., network size) and the size of queried range
(i.e., range size). We varied these parameters, one at a time,
and measured the query delay and message cost. The entire
interval of each attribute value is set to [0, 1,000]. For each
measurement, the result is averaged over 1,000 range queries
that are randomly selected from the interval [0, 1,000] and
invoked by a random peer.
Besides the delay and message cost, we also evaluated
the following metrics:
1. Destpeers. The number of destination peers that
intersect with the query. These peers need to query
their local information to return query results.
2. MesgRatio. Defined as Messages/Destpeers, where
Messages is the total number of messages produced
by the query. MesgRatio is used to evaluate the
average message cost per destination peer.
3. IncreRatio. Defined as
ðMessages logNÞ=ðDestpeers 1Þ:
Similar to MesgRatio, IncreRatio is used to evaluate
the increasing rate of messages when the number of
destination peers increases, excluding the impact of
the first destination peer (whose message cost is
about logN). IncreRatio can also be used to evaluate
the analytical results in Section 6.1.
6.2.1 Single-Attribute Range Query
Among the well-known general range query schemes, only
PHT [7], DCF-CAN [10], and Armada can support single-
attribute range queries on constant-degree DHTs. Since the
delay and message cost of PHT [7] is much larger than
that of Armada (see Section 2.1), we only compared the
single-attribute range query scheme of Armada (i.e., PIRA)
with DCF-CAN when the degree of the underlying DHT is
equal (i.e., the parameter d is set to be 2 in DCF-CAN). The
DCF-CAN scheme uses CAN [2] as the underlying DHT.
When a peer P invokes a range query ½l; u in DCF-CAN, it
first routes the query to the peer in charge of the median
value (i.e., ðlþ uÞ=2) and then starts two “waves” of
propagation. In the first wave, the current peer propagates
the query only to the neighbors that intersect the query
and have a “higher” interval than the current peer. Then,
the current peer propagates the query to the neighbors
with a “lower” interval.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the evaluation results about the
impact of range size on range queries. In the simulations,
the number of peers is set to 2,000 and the range size varies
from 2 to 300. From Fig. 11, it can be observed that the query
delay of DCF-CAN is much larger than that of PIRA. When
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the size of queried range increases, the average delay of
DCF-CAN increases remarkably, while PIRA is delay-
bounded: its average delay is always less than logN ,
regardless of the range size.
Fig. 12 shows the message cost and related parameters of
PIRA when the range size varies. From Fig. 12a, it can be
observed that the message costs of PIRA and DCF-CAN are
close, and PIRA is slightly better. Therefore, PIRA can
achieve delay-bounded property without imposing overly
large message cost. Fig. 12a also shows Destpeers of PIRA,
which is about one half of the number of messages. From
Fig. 12b, it can be inferred that MesgRatio and IncreRatio are
close to 2, and IncreRatio is almost always no more than 2.
From the definitions of these two parameters, we can get
that the increase ratio of messages is about twice that of
destination peers. Thus, it validates our analytical result
about the message cost of PIRA in Section 6.1.
Figs. 13 and 14 show the evaluation results of the impact
of network size on range query. In the simulations, the
network size varies from 1,000 to 8,000, and the range size is
always 20. From Fig. 13, it can be inferred that the delay of
PIRA is less than that of DCF-CAN, and the advantage of
PIRA over DCF-CAN becomes more remarkable as the
network size increases. Fig. 13 also shows that the average
delay of PIRA is always less than logN with different values
of the network size N . Fig. 14 shows the message cost and
related parameters of PIRA when the network size varies.
From Fig. 14a, it can be observed that the message costs of
PIRA and DCF-CAN are close, and PIRA is slightly better
than DCF-CAN. From Fig. 14b, we can observe that
MesgRatio and IncreRatio are close to 2. And it again
validates our analytical result about PIRA.
Fig. 15 shows the simulation results of the load balancing
property of Armada. In the simulations, the number of
peers is 2,000, and 600,000 random objects are generated
with attribute values following a Zipf distribution with PDF
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Fig. 13. The impact of network size on query delay.
Fig. 14. The impact of network size on message cost. (a) Number of
messages. (b) Parameters about message cost of PIRA.
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ðxÞ ¼ cxa, a ¼ 2:5, x 2 ½1; 11, where c is a normalized
constant. The objects are assigned ObjectIDs by POBM and
are published onto peers. Then, we calculate the load (the
number of objects) of each peer. We sort the peers in
decrease order by their load, and, respectively, calculate the
total load of first 5 percent, 10 percent, 20 percent, . . . ,
90 percent peers. And we deal with the attribute values in
the same way. From Fig. 15, it can be inferred that the
distribution of peers’ load can be almost uniform while the
distribution of attribute values is much skewed (50 percent
objects have about 5 percent attribute values).
6.2.2 Multiple-Attribute Range Query
Among the well-known general range query schemes, only
PHT [7] and Armada can support multiple-attribute range
queries on constant-degree DHTs. Since the delay and
message cost of PHT is obviously larger than that of
Armada (see Section 2.1), we did not compare PHT in the
simulations. Armada uses MIRA to perform multiple-
attribute range queries, and we present the evaluation of
MIRA when either the range size or the network size varies.
Figs. 16 and 17 show the results of evaluating the
impact of the range size on the performance of MIRA. In
the simulations, the number of peers is 6,000, the number
of attributes is 6 (i.e., m ¼ 6), and the range size of each
attribute varies from 50 to 400. From Fig. 16, it can be
observed that the query delay of MIRA is always less
than logN , regardless of the range size. This demonstrates
the delay-bounded property of MIRA. Fig. 17 shows the
message cost and related parameters of MIRA when the
range size varies. From Fig. 17b, it can be observed that
MesgRatio and IncreRatio are close to 4. By the definitions
of these two parameters, we can see that the increasing
rate of message cost is about four times of that of
destination peers, and thus, the average message cost of
MIRA is about logN þ 4ðn 1Þ, where n is the number of
peers that intersect with the query.
Figs. 18 and 19 illustrate the results of evaluating the
impact of network size on the performance of MIRA. In the
simulations, the network size varies from 1,000 to 8,000, the
number of attributes is 6, and the queried range of each
attribute is 200. From Fig. 18, it can be inferred that the
average delay of Armada is always less than logN when the
network size N varies. From Fig. 19b, it can be observed
again that MesgRatio and IncreRatio are close to 4.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a delay-bounded general
range query scheme, called Armada. Built on top of
FissionE which is a high-performance constant-degree
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Fig. 16. The impact of range size on query delay.
Fig. 17. The impact of range size on message cost of MIRA. (a) Number
of messages. (b) Parameters about message cost of MIRA.
Fig. 18. The impact of network size on query delay.
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DHT, Armada supports single-attribute and multiple-
attribute range queries. Both analytical and simulation
results demonstrated that Armada is delay-bounded and
highly efficient. The average query delay is less than logN
and the maximum delay is less than 2 logN , independent of
the size of query space and specific queries. The average
message cost of single-attribute queries is about logN þ
2n 2 (n is the number of peers that intersect with the
query), which is very close to the lower bound on message
cost of range queries on constant-degree DHTs. Armada has
been used for resource discovery in the iVCE [35] system.
Our ongoing work includes improving the runtime load
balancing of Armada and relieving query hotspots. Further-
more, we are extending Armada to support attribute values
in various forms and provide other complex query
capabilities such as the top-k query and fuzzy query.
APPENDIX
Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TKDE.2008.99, shows the proof of Theorem 1.
Appendices B and C, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/TKDE.2008.99, present the pseudocode of the
Multiple hash algorithm andMIRA, respectively. Appendix
D, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TKDE.2008.99, shows the proof of Theorem 5.
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